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Chapter 1 : A self-study guide for TOGAF certification
The TOGAF Certification Program has enabled more than 67, Enterprise Architects and trainers around the globe to
demonstrate their proven knowledge of the framework. Certification is achieved through a two-part examination,
following a course of self-study or a TOGAF 9 Accredited Training Course.

There are two levels to certification: Level 2 contains the learning requirements for Level 1. There are a
number of different learning paths to obtain certification see later Examination Tips Open Book Examinations
at Pearson VUE Centers Please note that if you are taking an "Open Book" examination at a Pearson VUE test
center, then the reference book is always built into the examination itself, and available by selecting the
"Reference" button within the examination. It should be noted that due to the limitations on monitor size and
screen resolution it may be necessary to use the magnification button within the pdf reader to adjust the size of
small text within diagrams. For information on taking an examination at a test center, see the Take an Exam
page. A result received before one month will be VOID. What is the Purpose of the program? Program
Summary How can I achieve certification? You first need to decide the level you would like to study for, and
then after a period of study, attending a training course or by self-study, take the applicable examinations.
What is the difference between accredited and non-accredited training? Accredited training course providers
are subject to an assessment both of the course and also their personnel and organization. In addition all
accredited trainers include in their course fee the examination, either on site as part of the course or a voucher
to attend a public test center. Some Accredited trainers also have permission to distribute official TOGAF
materials, such as the official pdf copy of the standard with their course materials. What are the available
certifications? The exams are what you need to pass to reach a certification qualification. This is explained
further below. What is the retake policy if i fail an Examination? The upgrade path has now expired. The paths
to certification and applicable examinations are shown in the diagram below: How can I find out about the
syllabus and examinations? Firstly to obtain a high level view, you should read the datasheets above for the
appropriate level or path for certification you are considering. For detail of the learning outcomes required see
the Conformance Requirements document. There are three examinations as follows: Each correct answer
scores a single point. This exam is open book and covers the complete Level 2 learning outcomes. The correct
answer scores 5 points, the second best answer 3 points, the third best answer 1 point. The distracter scores
zero points. Each section must be passed in order to obtain an overall pass mark. If you fail a section then no
certification is awarded, however you only need retake the Examination s corresponding to the failed section s.
Further information follows below at the end of this page. What are the eligibility requirements for the
Exams? The following sections detail the eligibility requirements. Note that ineligible candidates will be
disqualified from the exam and no fees refunded. Any and all candidates are thus eligible to take this
examination. Candidates are obliged to provide their Personal Conformation Code to the ATTC provider if
they have set their directory entry to confidential. What is the difference between the Combined Part 1 and
Part 2 Examination and taking the exams separately? If you take the Combined Exam, and fail a section, you
will need to retake the failed section s before certification will be awarded. If I fail can I retake an exam
immediately? No, the certification policy has a minimum period before you can retake an examination. This is
currently one month. If you retake before that period your test result will be void. How can I find a training
course? You can find an available accredited training course either by viewing the public calendar of
accredited TOGAF 9 Training Courses or by contacting a provider using the register link on the left or
selecting this link. Click on the course name entry and the detailed page should give you a web link to the
company that offers the course. As part of the package of attending the qualifying course, the training
organization may offer facilities to take the examination, or may supply vouchers for you to take the
examination at an authorized examination center. Are there self-study materials? Two study guides are
available. The two study guides can also be bought together as a bundle with additional supporting material,
see here. How do I locate a test center? If you attend an accredited course then the examination may be given
as part of the course check with your course provider , otherwise you can attend a test center. More
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information about taking an examination at a test center How much does certification cost? Certification is
included in the exam fees. Certification exams are priced according to currency values in specific countries
and regions and are typically around USD per examination link to exam fees. Certification exam prices are
subject to change. In some countries and regions, additional taxes may apply. Contact your test registration
center for exact pricing. The examination occurs either on site, or a voucher is provided to take it at a public
test center. Authorized Test Centers To register to take the exam with an authorized test center, see the Take
an Exam link. For more information contact please contact Ryosaku Shono ryosaku at re-gis dot com. Pre-paid
exam vouchers for taking the TOGAF exams at authorized test centers are only available as part of attending
an accredited training course. If you are taking the self study path you can pay for your exam by credit card at
the time of registration. I received a voucher as part of my training course, what are the terms and conditions?
The expiry date cannot be extended under any circumstances. Vouchers are not transferable between
programs. Vouchers cannot be redeemed for cash, and are not refundable. Vouchers cannot be applied to
exams that have already been taken Vouchers may only be valid for specific exams, please ensure you redeem
the voucher against the correct exam. What are the Exam Requirements? Summary exam requirements are as
follows:
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Chapter 2 : TOGAFÂ® 9 Certification| Getting Started -- Individuals
Togaf study materials. Prasun Saha. Greenhorn Posts: 2. posted 1 year ago. Hi Gurus, I am planning to write TOGAF
part1 certification exam, I have few queries.

Of course you also need to learn about the black art of Enterprise Architecture â€” to understand the
techniques and skills, to get plenty of practice and experience, and to become an expert in your field. But the
fact remains that you also need to get to through the 2-part TOGAF exam in order to be certified. So here are
my top ten tips for passing the exam: Pace Yourself There is a fixed amount of time to complete the exam â€”
60 minutes for 40 multiple choice answers for Level 1 , and a further 90 minutes to answer 8 scenario
questions for Level 2. Once you start the clock is unstoppable. Keep an eye on the time â€” the remaining time
is shown at the top of the screen throughout. If you are not a native English speaker then you can select the
English as a Second Language ESL option to get more time â€” 90 and minutes respectively. When you
complete Level 1 you can choose to move on to Level 2, or Level 2 will start automatically when the time for
Level 1 is over. So work at a steady pace and keep an eye on the clock. It is easiest to answer the ones you
know first. This will leave more time for the other questions. If you are not sure of an answer, then you can
mark if for review. After last question you are given a summary page that lists your answers, tells you which
questions are still unanswered, and shows you which questions you marked for review â€” so choose to go
back to questions that you stand the best chance of getting right. You have to choose the response you think is
most appropriate for each scenario from four options. Start by reading the scenario carefully to figure out what
it is about â€” think about which phases of the ADM are relevant, the concerns of stakeholders, and how well
each option meets their needs. Use the reference material to assess scenarios, but be smart with your searches.
So make sure that you know the words and their definitions! If you know your stuff it is easy to be critical of
TOGAF, but to pass the exam remember that you are being tested on the gospel according to TOGAF â€” not
your interpretation or criticism of it! It will help you take advantage of the open book in the Level 2 exam.
Relate things that are difficult to other bits that make more sense. And if you are struggling on your own, try
learning with others. But you can become familiar with its structure before the exam. Practice searching on
key words to find the sections you need. Learn it by heart. You are given pencil and paper for the exam, so
quickly draw the diagram before you start the exam. Practice the Exam Study example questions, especially
Level 2, to get a feeling for the exam. Think like an Architect Finally, remember this is about being an
architect â€” so put your architect hat on and think like one.
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Chapter 3 : Togaf study materials (TOGAF forum at Coderanch)
TOGAF 9 Portal with free TOGAF 9 questions, tests, articles and more. Resources and best practice for Enteprise
Architecture, Solution Architecture, IT Architecture. TOGAFÂ® Version Free Study Material Review - Free Enterprise
Architecture Resources.

It prepares you for both part 1 and part 2 of the exam. Part 1 is a 40 question closed book multiple choice test.
Part 2 is open book scenarios. As you might imagine, taking the class greatly expedites the time to learn the
material. We had some logistical issues when I took the class including the class book not showing up until the
end of the second day. This hurt my understanding. In that respect, the certification was valuable â€” it got me
to solidify what I learned. I choose a date exactly two weeks from the end of the course. I was off work that
day so I could go to my local testing center. I needed to know I was getting that â€” and I do at my local
center. Plus I have an upcoming vacation and want to get the test in before that. Problems with Prometric The
list of testing centers is by state not by zip code. New York state is a large place. There are only 23 sites in all
of New York state that offer this exam. Only four are in Manhattan and all four of those are in midtown.
Luckily the testing center in my neighborhood offered the exam. After they resolved that, I sat for 40 minutes
while they tried to load the test and failed. Eventually they gave me a ticket number with Prometric to call and
reschedule. With exams, retake implies you failed. I picked that day for a reason. On the day of my
reschedule, it took 20 minutes for the exam to load. The testing center rep said it is normal for the first
Prometric test of the day to be a lot slower to load than the others. Be comfortable answering the end of
chapter questions and the 40 question practice test. And some general tips for taking the exam: The questions
were extremely similar in difficulty to the 40 question practice test Some of the questions seemed the same as
ones in the 40 question practice test this might be an artifact of there only being so many ways you can ask a
question testing the difference between initial and residual risk For a number of the questions, being able to
pick the most TOGAF sounding word out of a line up is enough to answer the question For a number of the
questions, process of elimination works. Exam timing and confidence When I was in the class and while I was
studying, I felt like my confidence level on the questions was very low. There was 1 question that was very
confusing wording wise. I spent 30 minutes out of the allotted 60 on the exam. I did it in three passes.
Chapter 4 : Togaf GAP Analysis
ADM forms the main part of the TOGAF and is a method for deriving organization specific enterprise architecture. ADM
is a tested and repeatable process for architecture development. ADM establishes an architecture framework, develops
architecture content, transitions and governs architecture realization.

Chapter 5 : Is this the cheapest way to get myself TOGAF 9 certified? (TOGAF forum at Coderanch)
TOGAF is the latest version of the Open Group's enterprise architecture methodology and framework. Building on the
success of previous editions, TOGAF continues to be the most widely adopted and enterprise architecture. In a business
world increasingly integrated and dependant on technology.

Chapter 6 : TOGAFÂ® Standard Version - EA Learning
The Open Group TOGAF 9 Certified Certification Study Materials. It is known that the The Open Group TOGAF 9
Certified Exam Question Certification has become a global standard for many successful IT companies.

Chapter 7 : Togaf ADM phases
1. The Open Arch - TOGAF Exam simulator Manuel Di Toma, the creator of The Open Arch, has created a great exam
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simulator for enterprise architects studying for their TOGAF 9 certification.

Chapter 8 : TOGAF 9 elearning e-learning online training | The Unit
This document is a Study Guide for TOGAF 9 Foundation. It gives an overview of every learning objective for the
TOGAF 9 Foundation Syllabus and in-depth coverage on preparing and taking the TOGAF 9 Part 1 Examination.

Chapter 9 : TOGAFÂ® Certification | The Open Group
TOGAFÂ® certification provides a clear path for professional development and credibility to employers. The TOGAFÂ®
Standard, a standard of The Open Group, is the open Enterprise Architecture standard used by the world's leading
organizations to improve business efficiency.
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